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The Brief
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Brief

The food system is responsible for a third of global

greenhouse gas emissions.How canwemake shoppers

aware on the climate impact of their food consumption?

How dowe help themmakemore informed decisionswhen

food shopping in order to generate lasting behaviour

change?

Lowering the environmental impact of our food

consumption doesn’t require amassive lifestyle change, so

how dowe support and enable shoppers to do so?

Key Points
• Focus on cutting down emissions.

• Cue > Accomplish > Reward

• Canwemake this sustainable?

• Educate shoppers.

• Focus on change.
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Morrisons

Morrisons are a Yorkshire retailer and have been serving

customers with their first store opening in Bradford in 1899

as amarket.

Morrisons business is mainly grocery and food.Uniquely

Morrisons process most of their own fresh good from their

ownmanufacturing facilities. They havemore skilled

colleagues that prepare food in store than any other retailer.

They pride on delivering a great service to 11million

households each weekwith their competitive delivery

service and they have permanently low prices that help save

their customers money every day.
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Research
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Sustainable Shopping
Lifestyle

There seem to be twomain factors

when it comes to sustainability within

the supermarket sector. How

sustainable individuals are andwhat

supermarkets are doing to inform their

customers about how this can affect

them and change their shopping

experience.

We did some user interviews and

found that poorer people can’t afford

to shop as sustainably as rich people,

because themore sustainable foods

require a lot more effort to

manufacture.

A lot of sustainable foods don’t just

change the packaging and usually more

premium products are sold with

sustainable packaging because there is

overhead for that.

During our research we also found that

while the richmay shopmore

sustainable their carbon footprint is

more overall because they usually also

have a better car that they usemore,

go on holidays more and have a bigger

house that costs more to run.
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Environmental
Research
Political/Industry

Hundreds of companies have signed a pledge to

reduce their plastic use to currently help half food

waste. Morrisons is on that list and as one of the

“big 4” supermarkets they have a large part to play

to reducing foodwaste.

Morrisons have also signed up toWRAPs UK

Plastic PACTwhich is an industry initiative to stop

all plastic pollution.

• They reduced their carbon emissions by 45

percent from 2005 to 2019.

• 99.5 percent of store waste has been diverted

from landfill.

• They installed energy efficient fridge doors

which reduced emissions by 30-40 percent.

• Installed LED fixtures instead of Fluorescent,

reducing emissions by 4%.

• By using bigger trucks, they reduced the

number of trips needed tomake to the stores

whilst delivering the same volume of goods.

• By using special systems that design delivery

routes, they were able to improve the average

miles per gallon.

• Offering customers to use reusable paper

carrier bag, removing 176million plastic bags.
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Contextual Research

MindMap

As a groupwe explored some other areas that

could help us with the conceptual phase of our final

design.We did somemindmaps andmood boards

to achieve this.
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Moodboards
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Market Research

Competitor Analysis

As a groupwe explored the various

apps and technologies that

Morrisons competitors use. This is

the weakest part ofMorrisons

business as both of their apps are

badly designed in comparison to

their competitors.

Tesco Groceries

What does it offer?

Tesco Groceries is Tesco’s primary

mobile experience. This application

is a well designedmobile

experience that allows users to

order a delivery to their home.

The app has a number of features

such a slot booker that make it

more convenient.

It also saves old orders and

recommends products depending

on your purchase history. Since the

service is available onweb and

tablet it ties well in with those

services also.
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Market Research

Sainsbury’s SmartShop

Sainsbury's SmartShop is a good

example of how an application can

integrate well into an in-store

experience.

What does it offer?

This application allows the user to

scan products they pick up from

the shelves and pay for it within

the application. This increases the

speed they can get through their

shop as they don’t have to wait in

queues at the checkout.

It gives the users prompts to scan

products in-store andmost

Sainsbury's stores are equipped

with these special self-checkout

tills. They also advertise the

applications around these tills so

that users know that the option is

available.
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Co-Op FoodMagazine

Users seem to enjoy getting

recipes everymonth in a food

magazine that is available on the

app store. This would inspire

users to cook and try new foods

with a easy to access recipe list

and fully documented nutritional

information on ameal basis.

What does it offer?

A user could see a nice recipe

endorsedwithin the latest issue

and attempt tomake that at

home using Co-op ingredients.
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Other Competitors

Other

After exploring more

sustainability focused

applications we found a number

of competitors with well

designed applications.

TooGoodToGo

What does it offer?
TooGoodToGo is an app that

allows shops and restaurants

wasted food to be sold off for a

big discount. Their app is well

designed and they offer a

Morrisons too good to waste

package.

It uses your location to

recommend the nearest store

and then recommends nearby

businesses that need to get rid

of left-overs or uneaten fresh

produce. The restaurant gets to

make a small profit and the user

could end up with a quick meal.

Much like a grocery app it

allows users to favourite certain

apps and get a notification

when their favourite businesses

are offering food.
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Capture: My Carbon
Footprint

Capture: My Carbon Footprint is

an app that lets you track your

carbon footprint by compiling

information you can add.

The good thing about this

application is it works in a

similar way to a fitness tracker

application, in which it allows

users to add journey’s they’ve

made to build a picture of how

large their carbon footprint is

and areas in which they could

reduce it.

What does it offer?

Like a fitness tracker it allows the

user to update their information

at their own rate. This is themost

unobtrusivemethod to grabbing

the attention of the user, as it

isn’t annoying however it may

have less retention rate and the

user might stop using it after a

while.
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Visual Research

Brand Colour/Image

Morrisons has a very distinctive brand colouring

system alongside a recent logo redesign, to bring it

up to date withmodern standardsmaking them a

more recognisable brand.

NewTypeface

In 2016Morrisons did a full band redesign from

the old style logo they had been using since 2007.

They also increased the contrast of the companies

main logo and opted for a typographic logo instead

of a “large”Mwhich increased the clarity of the

brand.

FFC20E 00563F
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Morrisons Current Services
MorrisonsMore

Wehad a look at other services

Morrisons offered apart from

their standard delivery

application. They have a

MorrisonsMore appwhich links

with yourMorrisonsMore card

and allows you to collect points

on your shopping, which you can

redeem for offers and services.

This application has amuchmore

modern design compared to their

delivery application. It’s well laid

out and has a good use of

typography and colour making it

easy to use and understand.

Themain issue is howmuch this

application differs in design

compared to their delivery

application which could end up

confusing customers if they were

to use both.
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User Research
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User Interviews

Would you change your purchase decisions to reduce
emissions?

1. Yeah if there was amore localMorrisons.
2. -
3. Organic produce would need to be the same price as
none organic.

4. Yes
5. Yes

Where do you find about sustainable living?

1. Online
2. TV, News andOnline
3. Social Media
4. EconomistMagazine
5. Smartphone news

What drives your purchases?

1. Cheapest
2. BrandQuality
3. Best Value
4. Quality Brands
5. Quality

Morrisons Interviews

Wedid some user interviews by askingmembers of the

public outside of aMorrisons supermarket.We tried to

ask different age ranges, classes and genders to get a

broad range of data we could use when developing our

concept further.

Do you care about being eco-friendly?

1. Yes
2. Yes
3. Yes
4. Yes
5. Yes

What do you thinkMorrisons could do to help shoppers
bemore sustainable?

1. Stop packaging vegetables in plastic.
2. -
3. -
4.More paper and less plastic products.
5. Not sure.

Howdo you feel about some sort of reward system
based on your carbon footprint?

1. Add it to the current more card system.
2. I live alone so it wouldn’t be worth it, however for big
families it could be.

3. It would be a good idea but people who don’t spend a
lot wouldn’t be able to take advantage of the system
like withmany points systems.

4. Store Card
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User Persona - Tim
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User Persona - Jane
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User Persona - Helen
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Research Summery
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Research Summery
Insights

• Morrisons primary focus needs to be

modernising their application. Making their

application better would get rid of the bad

reviews therefore making their delivery

service more popular.

• This would allow them to focus on

sustainability and increase the popularity of

their online which is the weakest part of

Morrisons.

• Morrisons offer a very sustainable

experience compared to their competitors by

offering the wonky vegetables line of food

and being the first supermarket to switch to

paper bags. Focusing on this aspect while

users are in-store would boost their

• From our user research we found that a lot of

users didn’t even know thatMorrisons have a

mobile application. Including some sort of

promotional material in the application or in

store would help inform users of a new app

with a focus on sustainability.

• Morrisons have a points card they could use

for sustainability based offers. During our

user research we asked if users would be okay

with the idea of rewarding people if they buy

more sustainable produce and users said they

would bemore likely to as currently there

isn’t many incentives.

• All the people we interviewed said that they

care about being eco- friendly, but during the

conversation it felt like that they aremore

concerned about the supermarket being local

and that the price for sustainable shopping is

not high.
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Main Focus

In-Store Experience

So after a group discussion we

wanted to find out what the

main issue was informing

shoppers of sustainability within

their stores. We concluded that

Morrisons just don’t have the

online expansion like many

other supermarkets do.

However they have a

comparable or superior in-store

focus on sustainability and we

need to inform the users of this

by creating a new mobile

experience that goes hand in

hand with an in-store one. So

we decided to come up with an

application design for an in-

store experience.
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Idea Generation
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Brainstorming

We started by brainstorming ideas and came upwith

three primary ideas wewanted to develop further.

Morrisons PopUp Shop

Infographic Advertisement Campaign

Sustainable Stickers & Companion App
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Morrisons Pop-Up
Shop
Idea 1

Concept

This would be a pop-up shop that

could bemoved every week to a

new area. This would sell a small

number of itemswith a focus on

sustainability. These shops would

have their own companion app to

show the user information such

as stock and a GPS tracker to find

the users closest pop-up store.

Use Case

Bymakingmultiple pop-up shops

closer to home each user

wouldn’t have to use a car to get

to them or travel a lot less. These

would be smaller and offer a

selection of essential buys with a

focus on sustainability meaning

users would be less likely to buy

food they would waste.

The companion appwould

inform the user of these “deals”

andwhere the nearest one is.

This wouldmove around the

local area often.

Key Points

• Smaller Local Shops

• Reduce Travel Time

• Easy to find tracking

• Moves around somore people could

have access.
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Idea 2

Concept

Social Media Campaign with a

primary focus on uneducated

users. This would use infographic

styled animatics to educate

shoppers on sustainable living.

Use Case

Educating people is themain

factor when it comes to

sustainable shopping. Most people

think they are helping the planet

by buying healthier or better

packaged foods however if they

drive a nice car to the shop they

are impacting the planet more and

need to be educated.

Infographic Ad
Campaign

Key Points

• Educate a new generation

• Easy to understand infographics

• Cheaper than television or physical

• Broad target audience
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Idea 3

Concept

Application with in-built scanning

functionality that can scan stickers

placed on products. This will then

bring up sustainability information

on that product and give it a

rating. Themore sustainable the

product the higher the rating. It

can also inform users where it was

made and how sustainable that

process is.

Use Case

Already educated tech-savvy user

wanting to findways to shopmore

sustainable. This helps them do

that without it being as intrusive

as scanning to shop ormobile

payments like with other

competitors. It also ties in well

with the sustainable focus

Morrisons currently have.

Quick Scan
Key Points

• Uses amobile which could improve

Morrisons existing delivery service

• Could helpMorrisons get up to date

with their mobile experience

• Offers an in-store experience which

couldmake it more interactive
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Storyboarding
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Storyboards
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Scenario

Nik
Age: 39 years old
Status: Married
Occupation: Nurse
Other: Has a 3-year-old toddler

Background

Amarried woman and first-time

mother who also works as a part

time nurse. She noticed that in

the cold seasons its getting

warmer and it makes her feel

concerned about climate change

and how it will impact her child.

During a chat with her neighbour

she became aware that she can

make an environmental impact

through food consumption.

Therefore, she decided to get

more information about

sustainable products.

She figures out that her local

shopMorrisons has an app that

provides scannable green option

stickers, with a star rating

system, for more sustainable

shopping experience. The app is

easy to use, quick to understand

and user friendly.

Issue:

- Lacks information of

sustainable products.

- Can not spend tomuch time in

store because of her demanding

child.

- Can not spend tomuch time on

the app because of the attention

her child needs.

Wants:

- Easy, quick information about

sustainable food on one screen

- User friendly app

- Easy access and away to safe

information about sustainable

food through the phone app, to

be able to read informations

later when she hasmore time.
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Alternative Technology

There aremanyways phones can

use image recognition to scan

objects in the real world.

Most systems just use a database

of images and tries tomatch

images you take or scan with

your phone to that database of

imagery.

Some of themoremodern

systems can usemachine

learning to adapt and learn on

the go.

This makes the system become

more accurate overtime asmore

people use it however at first it

can be inaccurate since there is a

lack of data.

QR codes can be used to look up

websites or tomatch an image.

These don’t use any image

recognition as it’s just a visual

code for something. These can be

good if the user wanted to search

up awebsite for example or in

this case theMorrisons

application on the app store.

Possible Solutions
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Image Recognition

After deciding on our final concept and idea we needed to explore if

scanning images to bring up information was possible.We found

several apps that could scan objects such as coins and flowers to

bring up information based on that object.

Modern phones are capable of some form of augmented reality

functionality. Since the primary focus of the application was helping

users becomemore sustainable based off their product choice rather

than an interactive AR experience wewanted to keep it more simple

and use image recognition rather than AR.

Image Recognition is used in lots of industries and for thousands of

applications this technology can be implemented intoMorrisons

Sustain and allow users to scan stickers to get the information.

Image Recognition
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Existing Systems

We tried exploring current systems and applications that use image

recognition to convey information to the user.

PictureThis - Plant Identifier

PlantIdentifier is a subscription based application that allows the

users to take a photo of a plant they want to identify and using AI it

can recognise that plant and bring up information and details about

that plant.

Users can then favourite and save this information for a later date it

can also give help on how to care for that plant and it can also identify

plant diseases.

Existing Image Recognition
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Vivino

Vivino lets users take pictures of wine labels at restaurants or their

friends houses and places where they don’t have access to purchase

the wine to bring up information about that brand/label with places

where they can purchase the wine for themselves.

This application has an editors choice award and uses image

recognition in it’s wine scanning system.

More Image Recognition
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Wireframes
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Application Design
Current Application

Wewanted to exploreMorrisons

current application to see if any

improvements could be

incorporated into our conceptual

phase.

Morrisons current application

design is dated compared to their

competitors and they are far

behind with their online

infrastructure primarily focusing

on their website or providing for

third party services such as

AmazonNow and TooGoodToGo.

This would need to be improved

if they were going to introduce

any new services such as a new

application service.
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Low FidelityWireframes
Wireframes

As a groupwe came upwith

somewireframes that could

improve the current design and

fit in with the new concept we

have come upwith.

Low FidelityWireframes

As a groupwemade some low

fidelity wireframe sketches.We

wanted to explore some ideas for

the general application design

andwe had a broad range of

ideas.

We eventually settled on this

design for the final application.

We also the idea of making a

introduction wizard that would

walk users through the set-up

process.
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More Wireframes

After mocking some quick

wireframes we wanted to get a

sense of how the final layout

could look so we made some

high fidelity grey-scale

wireframes.

This allowed us to get a clearer

picture of the final application

design.

This is where we added some

more features and picked the

colours for the final application

design.
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Service Blueprint
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Blueprint
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Branding
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PromoMaterial

After finishing the concept, we

needed to come upwith a

branding element for the project

to get it into the hands of

Morrisons shoppers.We started

by looking atMorrisons current

brand image and howwe could

adapt our concept to fit into

those guidelines.

All of our promotional material

we havemade uses the colours

and sticks with their theme.We

have also used their logo

typeface wherever we canwithin

our application to help users

understand that it is aMorrisons

app they are using.

We have also used their logo

typeface wherever we canwithin

our application to help users

understand that it is aMorrisons

app they are using.

Since we found during our user

research that not a lot users use

Morrisons online services such as

their website or appwewanted

to focus on broadening the in-

store experience.

To do this we focused on physical

forms of promotion that can be

placed in and aroundMorrisons

stores or the local area.

Branding
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In-Store Promo&
Sticker Design
Stickers & Banners

Wedid some concepts of what

branding could look like within a

Morrisons store. This would be

coupled with the application used

in-store to create a better in-store

experience for users.
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Application Posters
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Application Colours

With the application colours we

wanted to take into account the

brand image ofMorrisons we

found during our visual research

phase.We found that using hints

of the yellow in some design

elements while keepingmainly

with a green andwhite palette

allowed the brand image to be

conveyedwell enough to the user

but also easy to understand.

Initially we tried incorporating

yellow into the designmore but

found it hard to create a

distinctive design that way.

Morrisons have started using

white in a lot of their new

sustainability designs such as

their paper bags and new

uniforms.

Colour

#00564F

#FFC20E #FFFFFF
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Application Typeface

Wewanted to pick a typeface

that fits in in well with the

Morrisons application. For the

headings and titles we decided to

useMorrisons logo font a variant

of Agenda and for the normal

text we just used Avenir Next as

we think it’s a clear and nice font

supported in a lot of systems and

applications.

Typography

Aa
Aa
Avenir Next

Agenda
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Final Design
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Early Prototype

Wewanted tomake a few

iterations of the final design

rather than going straight in after

the wireframes. So we started by

designing an early prototype of

the application. This would end

up getting changed a lot however

it cemented the idea that we

wanted to include a start up

wizard for new users that a lot of

grocery applications don’t have.

This would allow users to get

slowly engaged the application

andMorrisons online services

rather than been linked to a web

site like the current application

does.

First Iteration
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Final Application
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Video Prototype
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Filming
Video Production

Filming this project was a

challenge because of the

quarantine restrictions in place

at the time of recording.

We had to do a lot of

improvisation when it came to

showing an experience the user

could go throughwhile using the

final application.

Without access to the TRC for

equipment we also had to rely on

the use of equipment we already

had andmobile recording

solutions.

Luckily we had a flexible tripod

we could use to stabilise the

shots and amember of the group

had amicrophonewe could use

to capture voice overs.
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Audio
Audio

To enhance certain parts of the

video and tomake themmore

accessible we decided to record

some.

We applied themagic audio tool

to improve the quality and

reduce the noise.

Wemade sure the lower the

music while the voice over is

happening and the blend the two

with a a transition.

We used a backing track for the

music and lowed the volume

slightly as it was too loud to

begin with.

We used a copyright free

soundtrack from bensound for

the backing track.
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Equipment
Audio

We set up an iPhonewith a

simple tripod system to the

record themain footage for the

application video.

For the audio recording we used

a Blue Yeti USBmicrophone

attachedmicrophone arm.
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Application Animation
Application

To animate the application we

used an application called

InVision Studio. This allows you

add simple animations to a

mobile animated view of the

application design and add

transitions with a iPhone X

border tomake it look realistic.

We can record these transitions

by using the screen recorder and

add them to the video alongside

some background removable,

transforms, crops and edits to

make them fade in and out of the

side view of the video.
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Finalised Video
Finished Video

With the limited production we

feel like we produced a good

quality to display the use case of

our application and how a user

could realistically use it from

home.
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Future Insights
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Machine Learning

Machine learning could be integrated into the

application to help with image recognition at a later

date so stickers won’t be needed for the application

to detect and scan products. This wouldmake the

scanning process even simpler.

Reward System

Reward cards could be used to create a reward

system for users which would incentivise them to

use the application so they can end up savingmoney

on their next shops. This would also helpmake

sustainable products cheaper allowing them to

becomemore accessible to poorer households.
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